**Across**
2. The name of the last streetcar to run in Northern Kentucky, on display on our first floor.
6. This traveler and avid collector is a namesake of the museum. Some of his oddities in his collection remain on display today.
7. This artifact was given the name ‘Dido’ and was born in 1916, living only three hours.
9. This is the name of the family who lived in part of the museum and the park where the museum is located in Covington, KY.

**Down**
1. This rare 1924 Stewart Iron Works’ artifact has four wheels.
2. Betty White taught this grade from her home in Fort Wright, Kentucky when it was no longer available in the public schools.
3. The lower jaw bone and tusk of this animal are on display. This fossil came from Big Bone Lick.
4. This artist used bright colors in his artwork and made our beautiful stained glass windows.
5. This green space where children and their families can play is just outside of the museum.
8. This is the last name of a famous artist from our area who traveled by shanty boat and painted scenes that he viewed.